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CWM. DefinitionCWM. DefinitionCWM. Definition



CWM. Home (user without login)CWM. Home (user without login)CWM. Home (user without login)
ECWM will be available to both logged-in and unauthenticated users, varying the options available.

Multi-language Logging inMulti-language Logging in

An unauthenticated user will have the option of Pre-Checkin of their Reservation An unauthenticated user will have the option of Pre-Checkin of their Reservation 

as long as you know the data of the same, and will have access to the Booking Engine as long as you know the data of the same, and will have access to the Booking Engine 

if it has been defined in configuration.if it has been defined in configuration.

Available optionsAvailable options

Hotel informationHotel information



CWM. Logging inCWM. Logging inCWM. Logging in

Logging in with social networksLogging in with social networks

Credentialed LoginCredentialed Login

user

Create new accountCreate new account



CWM. Home (logged in user)CWM. Home (logged in user)CWM. Home (logged in user)

Once the user logs in, he will have access to more menu options, and the menu will be adapted according to whether or not he is at StayOnce the user logs in, he will have access to more menu options, and the menu will be adapted according to whether or not he is at Stay

Customer without stay Customer in stayCustomer without stay Customer in stay



CWM. My HotelCWM. My HotelCWM. My Hotel

Within the hotel information, apart from all the relevant features of our establishment that 

we want to show to customers, there is Another important section is Where to find us?we want to show to customers, there is Another important section is Where to find us?

There we will show the address of the establishment with its exact location in Google Maps, 

which is a guest can share directly with who  want using Whatsaap.which is a guest can share directly with who  want using Whatsaap.

Within this section you will also find the direct link to the page Hotel website and links Within this section you will also find the direct link to the page Hotel website and links 

to social networks that have been configured.

In addition, the direct contact forms available to you will also be available.In addition, the direct contact forms available to you will also be available.

We offer our clients such as:

•Email•Email

•Phone•Phone

•Contact with the reception via Whatsaap



CWM. My AccountCWM. My AccountCWM. My Account

In the drop-down menu at the top the client will find the section My Account.

In this section he will have the option to complete their personal data, add photos to his user profile, his signature or linking/unlinking user account to social network accounts. In this section he will have the option to complete their personal data, add photos to his user profile, his signature or linking/unlinking user account to social network accounts. 

It will be very useful for customers to have filled in all their profile data, as it will prevent them from having to do it again in the different forms of the application by using the I Am button that will appear It will be very useful for customers to have filled in all their profile data, as it will prevent them from having to do it again in the different forms of the application by using the I Am button that will appear 

on them.



CWM. My AccountCWM. My AccountCWM. My Account

From this section the client will also be able to update his access credentials.From this section the client will also be able to update his access credentials.



CWM. Link by mailCWM. Link by mailCWM. Link by mail
The guest will receive an email, sent automatically when the date of his reservation is approaching, when he the Check-In of his stay or after you have checked out.

In these emails a link will be sent to the CWM so that our guest can access certain functionalities according to their needs at the time.In these emails a link will be sent to the CWM so that our guest can access certain functionalities according to their needs at the time.

Email Pre Check-InEmail Pre Check-In
This email will be received by the client when the date of his stay approaches. It will contain a link that will direct him directly to the Pre-checkin options on that reservation.This email will be received by the client when the date of his stay approaches. It will contain a link that will direct him directly to the Pre-checkin options on that reservation.

If the user is logged in, the link will be direct. In case he is not logged in, he must enter his last name to verify their identity.



CWM. Pre-checkinCWM. Pre-checkinCWM. Pre-checkin
In this section you will find basic information about his reservation.

He will be able to complete the data of the guests of each one of the rooms that compose and select their preferences within the available options.He will be able to complete the data of the guests of each one of the rooms that compose and select their preferences within the available options.

OptionsOptions

Rooms from which

the reservation are recordedthe reservation are recorded

Cancel Reservation

It will only be available if this option has been enabled in the PMSIt will only be available if this option has been enabled in the PMS

Only users who have logged in to the CWM

will have access to this option.will have access to this option.



CWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. Guests
The client may provide the personal data of each of the guests that make up the reservation. The data will be sent immediately to the PMS, updating the reservation data.

Data update notificationData update notification

You can add as many guestsYou can add as many guests

as occupants have the room.

Update guest data in PMSUpdate guest data in PMS

It’s me. It facilitates the insertion of guest data It’s me. It facilitates the insertion of guest data 

by completing the form with the data stored by completing the form with the data stored 

in the CWM user account.

Only available for logged-in usersOnly available for logged-in users



CWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. Guests

Signature when completing the data the guest can provide us with his signature, which will be stored to be inserted in the Accommodation contract.

Photos in this option you can add up to two photos to speed up his identification.Photos in this option you can add up to two photos to speed up his identification.



CWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. Guests

Each guest can enter their personal data manually by filling in the form, or if the option is activated, by scanning the ID from their mobile phone. This way their personal data, 

signature and photo will be automatically extracted from the document. The guest will choose whether to scan their documentation or enter the data manually. If he select the Scansignature and photo will be automatically extracted from the document. The guest will choose whether to scan their documentation or enter the data manually. If he select the Scan

option he will have to select the type of ID document and the camera on his device when the scanner window opens, where he should frame his document.option he will have to select the type of ID document and the camera on his device when the scanner window opens, where he should frame his document.

Once the data has been scanned it will be processed and the form will be automatically filled in.



CWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. GuestsCWM. Pre-checkin. Guests

In the booking attachments we will be ableIn the booking attachments we will be able

to consult the documents guest identificationto consult the documents guest identification

and signatures that have been added via

the online scannerthe online scanner

Signature Scanned documentSignatureSignature Scanned documentSignature



CWM. Pre-checkin. RemarksCWM. Pre-checkin. RemarksCWM. Pre-checkin. Remarks
EIn remarks, the guest can enter his comments or needs about his reservation. These comments will be uploaded directly to the Entry Comments in the EIn remarks, the guest can enter his comments or needs about his reservation. These comments will be uploaded directly to the Entry Comments in the 

PMS. We will be able to know that they are observations introduced directly by the user because they will be within the labels [CWM] [END].PMS. We will be able to know that they are observations introduced directly by the user because they will be within the labels [CWM] [END].



CWM. Pre-checkin. PillowsCWM. Pre-checkin. PillowsCWM. Pre-checkin. Pillows
If the option has been registered in the PMS our clients will be able to choose their type of pillow within the Charter of pillows we offer you.If the option has been registered in the PMS our clients will be able to choose their type of pillow within the Charter of pillows we offer you.

These can be priced or free and as we have already seen we can assign them a discount for their online selection.These can be priced or free and as we have already seen we can assign them a discount for their online selection.

When the client selects a type of pillow he will no longer be able to modify his selection without contacting the Hotel directly.When the client selects a type of pillow he will no longer be able to modify his selection without contacting the Hotel directly.

Pillow price New online price



CWM. Pre-checkin. PillowsCWM. Pre-checkin. Pillows
UOnce the client has confirmed his selection, the data of the reservation will be updated in the PMS, 

CWM. Pre-checkin. Pillows
UOnce the client has confirmed his selection, the data of the reservation will be updated in the PMS, 

where we will be able to see the pillow that has been selected in Entrance Observations and in addition the associated where we will be able to see the pillow that has been selected in Entrance Observations and in addition the associated 

Service will be added with its corresponding code for its later invoicingService will be added with its corresponding code for its later invoicing

Assigned service is addedAssigned service is added

on the pillow

OComments indicating the type of pillow selectedOComments indicating the type of pillow selected

For quick identification always between the labelsFor quick identification always between the labels

[PILLOW]... [ENDPILLOW]

18 /18 /



CWM. Pre-checkin. Extra ServicesCWM. Pre-checkin. Extra Services
In this section customers can view the catalogue of Extra Services we offer for their next reservation, will be daily services that they wish to attach to the 

CWM. Pre-checkin. Extra Services
In this section customers can view the catalogue of Extra Services we offer for their next reservation, will be daily services that they wish to attach to the 

same.same.

Once a service has been confirmed, the guest will not be able to delete it from the application, he will have to contact the reception staff directly, but he 

will be able to add more similar serviceswill be able to add more similar services



CWM. Pre-checkin. Extra ServicesCWM. Pre-checkin. Extra ServicesCWM. Pre-checkin. Extra Services

Once the user has confirmed the selection of services, the data in the reservation will be updated, adding the selected services to it.Once the user has confirmed the selection of services, the data in the reservation will be updated, adding the selected services to it.

Services added by the client during theServices added by the client during the

PreCheckin.



CWM. Pre-checkin. Select a roomCWM. Pre-checkin. Select a roomCWM. Pre-checkin. Select a room

With the CWM we will give our clients the possibility to select their room. This selection may have an added cost or not.With the CWM we will give our clients the possibility to select their room. This selection may have an added cost or not.

Initially, the default rooms within each property that we have defined as available online will be displayed.Initially, the default rooms within each property that we have defined as available online will be displayed.

The client will be able to see their photos, location, price or outstanding features, and based on that make their selection.



CWM. Pre-checkin. Select a roomCWM. Pre-checkin. Select a roomCWM. Pre-checkin. Select a room

Once the client has confirmed the room selection, the data of the reservation at PMS with the number of the selected room and the service Once the client has confirmed the room selection, the data of the reservation at PMS with the number of the selected room and the service 

associated with the room selection.associated with the room selection.

Room numberRoom number

updatedupdated

Service selection ofService selection of

roomIndicator that the room has been

self-selected through the CWMself-selected through the CWM



CWM. Pre-checkin. AmenitiesCWM. Pre-checkin. AmenitiesCWM. Pre-checkin. Amenities
In Amenities the customer can choose the products he wantsIn Amenities the customer can choose the products he wants

to be found in their room upon arrival, among those available to be found in their room upon arrival, among those available 

in the hotel catalogue.in the hotel catalogue.

These may have an associated price or be free.

Once his selection is confirmed, the data will be updatedOnce his selection is confirmed, the data will be updated

at the hotel, indicating which amenities have been selected and at the hotel, indicating which amenities have been selected and 

will add the corresponding associated service.

Service associated to AmenitiesService associated to Amenities

The price will be the total of all the selected amenities

Listing with the code of the selected amenities.Listing with the code of the selected amenities.

We will always find it among the

[AMENITY]... [ENDAMENITY][AMENITY]... [ENDAMENITY]



CWM. Pre-checkin. EcofriendlyCWM. Pre-checkin. EcofriendlyCWM. Pre-checkin. Ecofriendly

More and more travelers recognize the importance of preserving the environment and are looking for environmentally friendly accommodations.More and more travelers recognize the importance of preserving the environment and are looking for environmentally friendly accommodations.

For this reason the customer can be given the option to select an Ecofriendly room by enabling the option in the configuration of the CWM in the For this reason the customer can be given the option to select an Ecofriendly room by enabling the option in the configuration of the CWM in the 

Hotel.

In this section the client will be shown what it entails to be in an Ecofriendly stay and the cost associated with it modality in case of having it.In this section the client will be shown what it entails to be in an Ecofriendly stay and the cost associated with it modality in case of having it.

Ecofriendly stay and

associated serviceassociated service



CWM. StayCWM. StayCWM. Stay

When our guests are on a stay they have special needs that CWM can help solve, so when they check in at the hotel will automatically be sent an When our guests are on a stay they have special needs that CWM can help solve, so when they check in at the hotel will automatically be sent an 

email it will link their current stay to the CWM.email it will link their current stay to the CWM.

From that moment until they check out will have access to a menu with new features that can help them to have a more pleasant stay.

Basic informationBasic information

staystay

Options stay



CWM. Stay. Room statusCWM. Stay. Room statusCWM. Stay. Room status

The guest will be able to know at all times the state of cleanliness in which his room isThe guest will be able to know at all times the state of cleanliness in which his room is



CWM. Stay. View ChargesCWM. Stay. View ChargesCWM. Stay. View Charges

In View Charges they will be able to consult their pending charges and view a Proforma of themIn View Charges they will be able to consult their pending charges and view a Proforma of them



CWM. Stay. ServicesCWM. Stay. ServicesCWM. Stay. Services

As we have seen, during the configuration process, we can offer our guests a series of Services for their online hiring when As we have seen, during the configuration process, we can offer our guests a series of Services for their online hiring when 

they are in a room.they are in a room.

In this section they can view the catalogue of services we offer and select the Number of the same that they wish to hire.

Once they have confirmed their selection, they will be able to consult the list of contracted services.Once they have confirmed their selection, they will be able to consult the list of contracted services.

Once confirmed the hiring of a service the guest will not be able to eliminate it from the application, they will have to Once confirmed the hiring of a service the guest will not be able to eliminate it from the application, they will have to 

contact the reception staff directly, but will be able to add more services of the same type.contact the reception staff directly, but will be able to add more services of the same type.



CWM. Stay. Reception ContactCWM. Stay. Reception ContactCWM. Stay. Reception Contact

The contact section with Reception will automatically openThe contact section with Reception will automatically open

Whatsapp application on our guest's smatphone with the reception staff



CWM. Stay. Report a breakdownCWM. Stay. Report a breakdownCWM. Stay. Report a breakdown

For a more effective and fluid communication with our guests, they can directly register all the breakdowns they find For a more effective and fluid communication with our guests, they can directly register all the breakdowns they find 

in the establishment's facilities during their stay.in the establishment's facilities during their stay.

To register a fault they must add a description of the problem found and additionally attach a photograph of it.To register a fault they must add a description of the problem found and additionally attach a photograph of it.

Once confirmed the creation of the fault they can consult the resolution status in which it is.Once confirmed the creation of the fault they can consult the resolution status in which it is.



CWM. Stay. Report a breakdownCWM. Stay. Report a breakdownCWM. Stay. Report a breakdown

When a guest registers a breakdown, it is automatically registered in the hotel for management, with the priority we have assigned to it in the CWM When a guest registers a breakdown, it is automatically registered in the hotel for management, with the priority we have assigned to it in the CWM 

configuration.

Breakdown discharged

from CWMfrom CWM

Once our technical staff has managed the problem as solved, Once our technical staff has managed the problem as solved, 

the status will be updated in the CWM for the guest's knowledgethe status will be updated in the CWM for the guest's knowledge



CWM. Stay. WiFiCWM. Stay. WiFiCWM. Stay. WiFi

In WiFi the guest will have access to all the information related to the WiFi network of our establishment, name, formsIn WiFi the guest will have access to all the information related to the WiFi network of our establishment, name, forms

access codes or different rates.



CWM. Stay. Activities of the HotelCWM. Stay. Activities of the HotelCWM. Stay. Activities of the Hotel

In Activities of the Hotel the guest will be informed about the last news of our establishment.In Activities of the Hotel the guest will be informed about the last news of our establishment.



CWM. Stay. Phone bookCWM. Stay. Phone bookCWM. Stay. Phone book

The Phone Book, will contain the Hotel's own agenda grouped by categories.

The guest will be able to obtain information about nearby restaurants, taxi service or all the recommendations thatThe guest will be able to obtain information about nearby restaurants, taxi service or all the recommendations that

we want to offer. Therefore, it will be convenient to have our agenda updated with the name, telephone and data ofwe want to offer. Therefore, it will be convenient to have our agenda updated with the name, telephone and data of

location of the different establishments.location of the different establishments.



CWM. Stay. ShareCWM. Stay. ShareCWM. Stay. Share

In the Share section, our guest can share the location

of the hotel with whom you want through WhatsApp.of the hotel with whom you want through WhatsApp.

Clicking on the option will open your WhatsApp application directlyClicking on the option will open your WhatsApp application directly

with the hotel's location card to share with your contacts.



CWM. Stay. Attached filesCWM. Stay. Attached filesCWM. Stay. Attached files

Under Attachments files the guest can access all files associated with their stay, such as Under Attachments files the guest can access all files associated with their stay, such as 

his Accomodation Contract.



CWM. Stay. SurveyCWM. Stay. SurveyCWM. Stay. Survey

The Hotel Quality Survey will be available to our guests from the day before their departure date.

They will be able to answer the various questions we ask them and add any comments that they deem appropriate.They will be able to answer the various questions we ask them and add any comments that they deem appropriate.



CWM. Stay. Check OutCWM. Stay. Check Out
From the section of Check Out the guest will be able to ask for the invoice of his Pending Charges and to make the payment of the same one using the different means of 

CWM. Stay. Check Out
From the section of Check Out the guest will be able to ask for the invoice of his Pending Charges and to make the payment of the same one using the different means of 

payment that we will make available to him, or with an advance if he has one.payment that we will make available to him, or with an advance if he has one.

In the same way, he will have at his disposal a list of all the invoices of the stay, both paid and pending, which appear at his name and will be able to pay the outstanding In the same way, he will have at his disposal a list of all the invoices of the stay, both paid and pending, which appear at his name and will be able to pay the outstanding 

amounts.amounts.

Once he is free of both charges and outstanding bills he can proceed to check out of his room, as long as the date corresponds to the date of departure from his Stay.Once he is free of both charges and outstanding bills he can proceed to check out of his room, as long as the date corresponds to the date of departure from his Stay.

In the case of having pending charges from the agency or other guests of the stay, the guest will be redirected to the direct contact with the reception staff.In the case of having pending charges from the agency or other guests of the stay, the guest will be redirected to the direct contact with the reception staff.



CWM. My BookingsCWM. My BookingsCWM. My Bookings

In My Bookings the client will be able to access the complete list of his future reservations in our establishment, or in case of multi-hotel to 

those of all the hotels of the chain.those of all the hotels of the chain.

From each of the reservations in the list he can directly access the Pre-checkin option of the same, where he will complete his data and will be From each of the reservations in the list he can directly access the Pre-checkin option of the same, where he will complete his data and will be 

able to configure, as we have already seen, the different options of his future stay.able to configure, as we have already seen, the different options of his future stay.



CWM. My StaysCWM. My Stays
In My Stays the client will be able to access the history of all his stays in our hotel. In each element of the list he will be able to consult the Invoices of that 

CWM. My Stays
In My Stays the client will be able to access the history of all his stays in our hotel. In each element of the list he will be able to consult the Invoices of that 

stay and consult or complete the quality of the hotel if it has not been done before.stay and consult or complete the quality of the hotel if it has not been done before.

The quality survey will only be available for editing during the 15 days following the check out, After that time it will only be available for consultation.

In case of multi-hotel it can also display the direct link to your Booking Engine, to facilitate in this way the Reservation in a hotel where he has already In case of multi-hotel it can also display the direct link to your Booking Engine, to facilitate in this way the Reservation in a hotel where he has already 

stayed before.stayed before.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration

• The CWM as any other application needs to establish some initial configuration for its proper functioning, for this purpose, we will access the • The CWM as any other application needs to establish some initial configuration for its proper functioning, for this purpose, we will access the 
administration panel with the credentials that have been provided initially.

• Once inside we will see the Menu from which we will be able to manage the different options.• Once inside we will see the Menu from which we will be able to manage the different options.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
In Configuration we can define the application's connectivity parameters, as well as its appearance or set the terms and conditions of use for the user.

First steps. Configuration
In Configuration we can define the application's connectivity parameters, as well as its appearance or set the terms and conditions of use for the user.

Token API: token established for all

communication with the application.
Connectivity

communication with the application.
Connectivity

Debug

It is used when we areIt is used when we are

by testing with our

application.application.

In production it should be

always offalways off

Configuration parameters of theConfiguration parameters of the

mail server that willmail server that will

use the application

Hotel individualHotel individual

The CWM can be used by a single hotel or by a chain with several establishments.

With this control parameter we will indicate whether we are using it with a single hotel or notWith this control parameter we will indicate whether we are using it with a single hotel or not

so that the program automatically adapts to our needs.so that the program automatically adapts to our needs.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Connectivity

First steps. Configuration
Connectivity

EIn this section we can also set the configuration of the online scanner that can be used by our customers to add their documentation and complete their EIn this section we can also set the configuration of the online scanner that can be used by our customers to add their documentation and complete their 

data automatically during the pre-check-in process.data automatically during the pre-check-in process.

For this option to be enabled, all the configuration data provided must be entered by Mitek Systems, these are:

Company identifier●Company identifier

●User name●User name

●PasswordPassword

If any of the fields are not completed, the option to scan the ID document will not be enabled during the pre-check-in process .If any of the fields are not completed, the option to scan the ID document will not be enabled during the pre-check-in process .

Online scanner configurationOnline scanner configuration



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Terms and Conditions

First steps. Configuration
Terms and Conditions

We will have to define which is the Policy of privacy and treatment of cookies as well as the Terms and conditions of use that our Guest We will have to define which is the Policy of privacy and treatment of cookies as well as the Terms and conditions of use that our Guest 

must agree to in order to access the application. It is recommended to set the texts in two languages, local and English.must agree to in order to access the application. It is recommended to set the texts in two languages, local and English.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Appearance

First steps. Configuration
Appearance

The CWM allows us to customize the appearance with which our guests that we will see us for a better identification and help us strengthen our The CWM allows us to customize the appearance with which our guests that we will see us for a better identification and help us strengthen our 

brand image.brand image.

To do this we can add our hotel or chain logo, configure the colours used in the different areas of the application and define the header image on To do this we can add our hotel or chain logo, configure the colours used in the different areas of the application and define the header image on 

our home page.

Header imageHeader image

Image used on the home page.Image used on the home page.

It is recommended of good quality and

some dimensions not less than 1200x300some dimensions not less than 1200x300

Color ConfigurationColor Configuration

You can define up to 3 types of colours, which are used in different areas You can define up to 3 types of colours, which are used in different areas 

of the application, it is recommended to use non-aggressive shades.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Social

First steps. Configuration
Social

Our customers can register in the application by directly registering through our registration form but we can also offer them the possibility to 

access with their social networks. To do this we must register our application on different platforms through which we would like to offer access with their social networks. To do this we must register our application on different platforms through which we would like to offer 

access to and enter the connection parameters in this section.access to and enter the connection parameters in this section.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Default countries

First steps. Configuration
Default countries

As is well known, many customers are desperate with the tedious task of finding their country or area code between long listings. From this 

section, to give a greater usability to the web, we offer the possibility of defining the most common countries and telephone prefixes of our guests. section, to give a greater usability to the web, we offer the possibility of defining the most common countries and telephone prefixes of our guests. 

In this way they will be shown at the top of each list facilitating their identification.In this way they will be shown at the top of each list facilitating their identification.



First steps. ConfigurationFirst steps. Configuration
Task scheduler

First steps. Configuration
Task scheduler

With the task scheduler we can configure the time and days of the application's backup and its associated files, as well as consult the date of 

the last execution carried out.the last execution carried out.



HotelsHotelsHotels

• CWM is designed to be a multi-hotel application.• CWM is designed to be a multi-hotel application.

• In the Hotels section we will be able to see the list of our • In the Hotels section we will be able to see the list of our 
establishments, as well as to register new ones, to modify their 

• In the Hotels section we will be able to see the list of our 
establishments, as well as to register new ones, to modify their 
characteristics or to eliminate some of the already existing ones.
establishments, as well as to register new ones, to modify their 
characteristics or to eliminate some of the already existing ones.characteristics or to eliminate some of the already existing ones.

We'll be able to check if it has been established

properly the connection parameters
Unique identifier for each hotel

properly the connection parameters

and communication with each of the hotels

Unique identifier for each hotel

It will be necessary to know this information 

at the time to configure the connection in our PMS
and communication with each of the hotels

selected is the right one
at the time to configure the connection in our PMS



HotelsHotelsHotels

Hotel Features Host: the address for the connection Hotel Features Host: the address for the connection 

will be established with this hotel's PMS.

Token: connecting tokenToken: connecting token

established at the hotel's PMS.established at the hotel's PMS.

They must match for a correct

communication.communication.

WhatsApp phoneWhatsApp phone

By setting this number to

guest from his smartphoneguest from his smartphone

a conversation will be opened

from WhatsApp with the hotelfrom WhatsApp with the hotel

for a more fluid conversation.for a more fluid conversation.

It may or may not coincide with the

previous.previous.



HotelsHotelsHotels

Hotel FeaturesHotel Features
Data for the location of the hotel

Photos of the hotel

They must be of good qualityThey must be of good quality

Hotel information to be displayed

(convenient to use double language)(convenient to use double language)



HotelsHotelsHotels

Hotel FeaturesHotel Features

In Social Networks we will put the address of the different social networks that the hotel has to show In Social Networks we will put the address of the different social networks that the hotel has to show 

with link to the guests.



HotelsHotelsHotels

In Users we will be able to access the list of users registered as In Users we will be able to access the list of users registered as 

CWM administrators.CWM administrators.

Here you can register new users, delete existing ones or modify 

their access credentials.their access credentials.



NewsNews
All establishments like to be able to keep their customers informed of 

News
All establishments like to be able to keep their customers informed of 

his latest developments and with the CWM it was going to be no less.his latest developments and with the CWM it was going to be no less.

From the News section we can manage the news or activities 

that we want to communicate to the customers. These can be defined by hotel or be that we want to communicate to the customers. These can be defined by hotel or be 

to all the establishments of a chain.to all the establishments of a chain.

The news will be composed of a title, a short description and the dateThe news will be composed of a title, a short description and the date

publication and additionally we can add some image or link to

the website or blog of the hotel where you can get a more detailed description.the website or blog of the hotel where you can get a more detailed description.



NewsNewsNews

Hotel
Published

Control parameter Hotel

In case of a chain

the hotel will be selected

Control parameter

must be marked for

publish the news the hotel will be selected

to which the news belongs,

if none is selected

publish the news

if none is selected

will be considered as news

global for allglobal for all

establishments and

will show on the main screenwill show on the main screen

The news withThe news with

partner hotel will be shown

within the informationwithin the information

specific to each hotel
Date of news

In unique hotels all

the news will be shown

Date of news

So that users

can display it
the news will be shown

on the home page

can display it

has to be earlier

to the current date.
on the home page

to the current date.

URL optional field with the address of the

page where we can find the original newspage where we can find the original news

Taking into account the published control parameter and the date, we can leave our news ready to be

automatically published when a certain date is reached.  To do this we simply have to leave the parameter publishedautomatically published when a certain date is reached.  To do this we simply have to leave the parameter published

marked and set the future date when we want the news to be available to our customers.marked and set the future date when we want the news to be available to our customers.



Individual Configuration of each HotelIndividual Configuration of each HotelIndividual Configuration of each Hotel

Each hotel must configure its connection parameters with the CWM in addition to defining all characteristics of the same one they want to give to their Each hotel must configure its connection parameters with the CWM in addition to defining all characteristics of the same one they want to give to their 

customers.customers.

To carry out the configuration we will have the section B.9 Setup CWMTo carry out the configuration we will have the section B.9 Setup CWM



Individual Configuration. ConnectivityIndividual Configuration. ConnectivityIndividual Configuration. Connectivity
Connectivity

Endpoint of the CWM with which we want to connect the hotelEndpoint of the CWM with which we want to connect the hotel

Token must correspond to the token that we have previously established in the Con>iguration section → CWM connectivityToken must correspond to the token that we have previously established in the Con>iguration section → CWM connectivity

Id Hotel will be the unique identifier of our hotel in the CWM, we can find its value in the list of HotelsId Hotel will be the unique identifier of our hotel in the CWM, we can find its value in the list of Hotels

Debug: control parameter to establish when we are in testing or production. It must have the same value as in the CWM

CWM email sending timeCWM email sending time

We define the time at which they will be sent the 

various mails to the customers, as they can pre-check various mails to the customers, as they can pre-check 

their reservation or have checked out.their reservation or have checked out.



Individual Configuration. CWM NotificationsIndividual Configuration. CWM Notifications
From the CWM each guest will be able to carry out a multitude of actions relating to their reservation or stay, such as room selection, booking services, 

Individual Configuration. CWM Notifications
From the CWM each guest will be able to carry out a multitude of actions relating to their reservation or stay, such as room selection, booking services, 

payments, check-out etc.payments, check-out etc.

For the hotel it will be of vital importance to be aware of each of the new needs of its clients, for this reason the CWM Notifications appear, which will show For the hotel it will be of vital importance to be aware of each of the new needs of its clients, for this reason the CWM Notifications appear, which will show 

us instantly each of the actions carried out.us instantly each of the actions carried out.

The notifications may be merely informative or need to be managed by the hotel staff. You can select which types of notification need to be managed by our 

staff, so that when they're resolved they'll be marked as such. staff, so that when they're resolved they'll be marked as such. 

Activating the notificationsActivating the notifications

of the CWM

We will define what kind of notifications they need

of any action by the hotel staffof any action by the hotel staff



Individual Configuration. CWM NotificationsIndividual Configuration. CWM Notifications
Not all our staff needs to be aware of the CWM Notifications, so we will have to grant Special privileges for viewing. 

Individual Configuration. CWM Notifications
Not all our staff needs to be aware of the CWM Notifications, so we will have to grant Special privileges for viewing. 



Individual Configuration. CWM NotificationsIndividual Configuration. CWM Notifications
Once the CWM notices have been activated and the privileges granted to the different users for their visualization, a new menu item will appear through 

Individual Configuration. CWM Notifications
Once the CWM notices have been activated and the privileges granted to the different users for their visualization, a new menu item will appear through 

which we will have access to consult the last notifications.which we will have access to consult the last notifications.

CWM Notifications

Notification that needs to be

manage by the staff.manage by the staff.

When you click on theWhen you click on the

will be marked as managed

Mark all notifications

as managedas managed



Individual Configuration. CWM NotificationsIndividual Configuration. CWM Notifications
EIn the alternative menu, within the section B.E List of CWM notifications, we can access the complete list of all CWM notifications with different search 

Individual Configuration. CWM Notifications
EIn the alternative menu, within the section B.E List of CWM notifications, we can access the complete list of all CWM notifications with different search 

filters.filters.



Individual Configuration. Pre-checkinIndividual Configuration. Pre-checkin
In this section we can configure the different services and options that will be offered to the guest from the CWM Precheckin

Individual Configuration. Pre-checkin
In this section we can configure the different services and options that will be offered to the guest from the CWM Precheckin

Mapping of the differentMapping of the different

options to offer in

Prechekin with servicesPrechekin with services

of the hotel.of the hotel.

Each of them must

have a service partner
Mapping of Extra Hotel Services that can be

selected during prechecking, they will be able to

have a service partner

to be available for the

client at CWM selected during prechecking, they will be able to

have a discount for online selection.
client at CWM

and to be able to proceed to and to be able to proceed to 

its subsequent invoicing.

Precheckin roomsPrecheckin rooms

Service descriptionService description

which will be offered if the customer

select the Ecofriendly optionselect the Ecofriendly option

(if available)(if available)

It is recommended to use two

Languages in their definitionLanguages in their definition



Individual Configuration. Pre-checkinIndividual Configuration. Pre-checkinIndividual Configuration. Pre-checkin

Pre-Checkin roomsPre-Checkin rooms

In CWM we can give the client the option of choosing their room from among those available, inside your room type.In CWM we can give the client the option of choosing their room from among those available, inside your room type.

To do this we must map the characteristics of the rooms that will be available online.To do this we must map the characteristics of the rooms that will be available online.

In this section we will define those characteristics as well as the price the selection will have. In this section we will define those characteristics as well as the price the selection will have. 

We will also mark the number of rooms that will be shown by default for that feature as long as there are available and the price of the room if the one We will also mark the number of rooms that will be shown by default for that feature as long as there are available and the price of the room if the one 

selected is not within those initially shown..

When the client is shown the different rooms it may be the case that we do not want them to be seen all the characteristics that it has defined, so it is 

possible to hide a certain characteristic.possible to hide a certain characteristic.



Individual Configuration. StayIndividual Configuration. StayIndividual Configuration. Stay

In Stay we will select which services are available to guests when they are already staying at the hotel.

We may add a certain percentage of discount for making your selection through the CWM.We may add a certain percentage of discount for making your selection through the CWM.

To be able to register a service in stay this has to be marked as Published Online in its definition within the Services File (A.6)To be able to register a service in stay this has to be marked as Published Online in its definition within the Services File (A.6)

PublishedPublished

The service will be available for the

mapping within the stay services.mapping within the stay services.

If this option is not marked, no

will appear in the above drop-down list forwill appear in the above drop-down list for

your selection.your selection.



Individual Configuration. Hotel InformationIndividual Configuration. Hotel InformationIndividual Configuration. Hotel Information

Booking Engine

The address of the hotel booking engine will be established if available,The address of the hotel booking engine will be established if available,

by creating a direct link with the CWM so that clients can make their new reservations.by creating a direct link with the CWM so that clients can make their new reservations.

Hotel WifiHotel Wifi

All the information regarding the hotel's WiFi, prices, access methods, connection keys will be added.All the information regarding the hotel's WiFi, prices, access methods, connection keys will be added.

It is recommended to use double language



Individual Configuration. Email CheckinIndividual Configuration. Email CheckinIndividual Configuration. Email Checkin

Definition of the days before the guest's checkin with which the mail will be sentDefinition of the days before the guest's checkin with which the mail will be sent

offering the possibility of making the Precheckin Online.  Up to three dates can be set.offering the possibility of making the Precheckin Online.  Up to three dates can be set.

Selection of agencies and channelsSelection of agencies and channels

whose reservations will not be sent on

incoming mailincoming mail

Formatter of the incoming emailFormatter of the incoming email

offering the possibility to perform

Precheckin onlinePrecheckin online



Individual Configuration. Email StayIndividual Configuration. Email StayIndividual Configuration. Email Stay

Formatter of the email to be sent to the guest at check-in, when it has become a stay.

This email will give access to the Stay section within the CWMThis email will give access to the Stay section within the CWM



Individual Configuration. Email Check-outIndividual Configuration. Email Check-out
Formatter of the email to be sent to the client when he has already left the hotel.

Individual Configuration. Email Check-out
Formatter of the email to be sent to the client when he has already left the hotel.

You can define the number of days from the date of departure to the sending of the email.You can define the number of days from the date of departure to the sending of the email.

With this mail it will be able to access the invoices of their stay and complete the questionnaire about the quality of the hotel in case he's available.With this mail it will be able to access the invoices of their stay and complete the questionnaire about the quality of the hotel in case he's available.



Individual Configuration. Payment methodsIndividual Configuration. Payment methodsIndividual Configuration. Payment methods

EAt CWM, guests can be offered the possibility of making their payments directly through their Smartphone.EAt CWM, guests can be offered the possibility of making their payments directly through their Smartphone.

To do this, the different payment possibilities that you want to offer must be configured on this screen.

For a payment method to be available, all the fields of its configuration must be completed.

Available payment methods:Available payment methods:

Paypal●Paypal

●Virtual POS (consult homologated)●Virtual POS (consult homologated)

●Paylands●Paylands



Individual Configuration. FailuresIndividual Configuration. Failures
The guest will be given the option to report a fault as soon as it is detected.

Individual Configuration. Failures
The guest will be given the option to report a fault as soon as it is detected.

We will configure what type of fault should be associated to and the priority of the same.We will configure what type of fault should be associated to and the priority of the same.



Individual Configuration. Quality controlIndividual Configuration. Quality controlIndividual Configuration. Quality control

The satisfaction of our guests and the quality of our establishment is always an aspect to take into account.

In order to know the opinion of each guest after their stay we can have available at the CWM the quality questionnaire.

We will simply have to select the questions we want to ask within the ones we have defined in the module G of Quality Control of the Hotel.We will simply have to select the questions we want to ask within the ones we have defined in the module G of Quality Control of the Hotel.


